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Abstract—Despite initially made for military purposes, drones
have presented themselves to consumers, and the drone industry
is expected to witness a significant growth during the forecast
period. As the number of drones in the sky keeps growing, a
fleet of drones and stationary zone service providers (ZSPs) can
form an airborne network which is termed the Internet of Drones
(IoD). In order to achieve the objectives of efficient information
sharing and superior team performance, routing protocol plays
a vital role for reliable communication in the IoD. However,
malicious drones may strategically drop any received packets,
and traditional mitigation techniques designed specially for mo-
bile/vehicular ad hoc networks are unable to be directly applied
in the IoD as a consequence of the intermittent connectivity
between drones. In this paper, we propose a distributed coun-
termeasure, also called CounterRomir , to detect and mitigate
routing misbehavior in the IoD. In CounterRomir , a drone keeps
the previous signed communication invoice and shares it with the
next-hop drone so that the next-hop drone can detect whether
the drone has dropped any packets or not. In consideration of
a malicious drone likely misstating its communication invoice to
avoid detection, each drone saves and sends a small number of
past communication invoices to the ZSP which can detect the mis-
stating drone. We develop a comprehensive simulation framework
and conduct extensive simulation experiments using OMNeT++
for performance evaluation and analysis. After comparing with
prior schemes, we come to the conclusion that CounterRomir

can provide admirable performance in terms of detection rate,
packet delivery ratio, miss/error detection rate, and the number
of dropped packets, indicating an applicable approach against
routing misbehavior in the IoD.

Index Terms—Drones, Flying Ad Hoc Networks, Internet of
Drones, Routing Misbehavior, Detection and Mitigation

I. INTRODUCTION

The initial use of drones was strike weapons as remotely-
guided aerial missile deployers. Today, drones have discov-
ered a variety of applications for civilian use such as goods
delivery, aerial surveillance, search and rescue, and combating
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic [1]. According to ‘‘Drone
Market Report 2020’’, the drone industry is expected to grow
to $43 billion by 2025 [2]. As more and more drones invade
and occupy our airspace, a fleet of drones and stationary zone
service providers (ZSPs) can form an airborne network, which
is termed the Internet of Drones (IoD) [3], to carry out a
range of challenging tasks. Instead of solely depending on
fixed infrastructure, the IoD exploits the intermittent connec-
tivity between drones for the dissemination of information
in the highly dynamic environment. In addition, drones may
occasionally use ZSPs to connect to the Internet, gathering
up-to-date information for their specific tasks [4]. However,
not every drone has a direct connection with the ZSP due to
the deployment costs of ZSPs. Thus, store-carry-and-forward

(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Preliminary experiments using OMNeT++: the impact of routing
misbehavior when SPA and DTNgeo are simulated as the routing protocols.

mechanism and delay tolerant networking technique [5] can
be adopted in the IoD, where a drone receives some packets,
stores and carries them while flying, and finally forwards them
to the next-hop drone or nearby ZSP.

In order to achieve the objectives of efficient informa-
tion sharing and superior team performance, routing protocol
plays a vital role for reliable communication in the IoD [6].
However, a malicious drone may strategically misbehave by
dropping the received packets because either it is willing
to save energy power or it is launching attacks. Routing
misbehavior can extensively degrade the performance of ad
hoc networks, e.g., causing reduction in the packet delivery
ratio and increasement in the number of dropped packets [7].
To further demonstrate the impact of routing misbehavior, we
carry out preliminary experiments in OMNeT++ [8] using two
IoD routing protocols, stochastic packet forwarding (SPA) [9]
and motion-driven packet forwarding (DTNgeo) [10]. SPA is
a stochastic packet forwarding algorithm where the receiv-
ing drone is stochastically selected based on the calculated
forwarding probability. DTNgeo is a shortest path forwarding
algorithm where the source drone tries to find the Dijkstra
shortest path to send the packets. As shown in Fig. 1(a), when
the packet drop rate increases, the packet delivery ratio of SPA
and DTNgeo continuously decreases. When the packet drop
rate reaches 90%, only approximate 40% and 10% packets
can be delivered by SPA and DTNgeo, respectively. In addition,
the number of dropped packets for SPA as well as DTNgeo is
shown in Fig. 1(b). A survey paper [11] discusses the existing
routing algorithms and their potential security attacks in the
IoD, but it fails to study and investigate the impact of routing
misbehavior and propose the corresponding countermeasure.
Hence, it is essential to detect packet dropping attack and
mitigate potential routing misbehavior in the IoD.

Over the last decade, routing misbehavior and its counter-
measures have been investigated in various environments, such
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as wireless ad hoc networks [12], mobile ad hoc networks
[13], vehicular ad hoc networks [14], etc. In summary, various
countermeasures can be briefly categorized into monitoring-
based, acknowledgment-based, bait-based, and cryptography-
based approaches [15]. Those approaches have some merits in
the mitigation of routing misbehavior. However, they fail to
consider the high mobility and the intermittent connectivity,
thus cannot be straightly adopted in the IoD.

In this paper, we focus our attention on routing misbehavior
and propose a distributed countermeasure in the IoD. Our
major contribution can be briefly summarized below:

1) We propose a distributed countermeasure, also called
CounterRomir, to detect and mitigate routing misbe-
havior in the IoD. In CounterRomir, a drone keeps
the previous signed communication invoice and shares
it with the next-hop drone so that the next-hop drone
can detect whether the drone has dropped any packets.

2) In consideration of the malicious drone likely misstating
its communication invoices to avoid detection, we pro-
pose that each drone saves and sends a small number
of past communication invoices to the ZSP which can
detect the misstating drone.

3) We develop a comprehensive simulation framework and
conduct extensive simulation experiments using OM-
NeT++ for performance evaluation and analysis. We also
implement prior schemes such as SCAD [16] and EYES
[15] for performance comparison.

Based on extensive simulation experiments, we reach the
conclusion that CounterRomir is an efficient approach to
mitigate routing misbehavior in the IoD. In the following,
we first review the existing work in Section II. Then we
propose the routing misbehavior countermeasure in Section
III. Experiments and their analysis are provided in Section
IV. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Routing misbehavior was first addressed in [17], where a
watchdog scheme is deployed to implicitly monitor the activity
of next-hop node and determine whether it forwards the
recently received packets. And on this basis some researchers
further investigated the implicit monitoring technique and
proposed various variants [15], [18] to detect and mitigate
routing misbehavior. Nevertheless, implicit monitoring com-
pletely depends on stable connectivity between sender and
receiver, which is an extremely demanding condition in the
IoD. This is because drones have high mobility, and the packet
sender might not still be within the communication range of
packet receiver to monitor the follow-up operations.

Acknowledgment-based approach for the detection of rout-
ing misbehavior became another mainstream after 2ACK tech-
nique was proposed in [19]. In 2ACK, a two-hop acknowl-
edgment packet is replied to the opposite direction of data
traffic to detect misbehaving links or nodes. Some follow-
up examinations such as single-checkpoint scheme [16] and
EAACK+RSA [20] have adopted explicit acknowledgment ap-
proach to detect and mitigate packet dropping attack. However,

the acknowledgment-based approach is not applicable in the
IoD because the reverse path might not exist anymore when
the acknowledgment packet is being forwarded back.

Another branch of routing misbehavior study is called bait-
based approach, where the fictitious information is fabricated
to lure adversaries to launch attacks. The authors in [7]
and [21] desire to use fake route request packet to expose
the potential adversaries in the network. If any suspicious
node replies the fake request packet, it will be considered an
adversary and a follow-up mitigation process will be initiated.
Although bait-based approaches can achieve low false negative
rate, the fake request packets could easily get lost during the
transmission due to the high mobility in the IoD.

To address the routing misbehavior in the IoD, the authors in
[22] design a trust management scheme to distinguish between
legitimate and malicious forwarding behaviors. A fuzzy trust
scheme and decay function are proposed to examine node’s
trustworthiness and converge trust, reward, and punishment
values, respectively. Using the trust value, a cluster head
is selected for both intra and inter-cluster communication.
However, the trust evaluation process still relies on neighbor
monitoring and the cluster-head selection procedure incurs ad-
ditional communication overhead. To defend against jamming
attack, federated learning-based cognitive detection [23] and
cross-layer anti-jamming routing [24] are proposed. However,
those emerging approaches are not really applicable to detect
packet dropping attack in the IoD.

Our approach CounterRomir borrows the idea of store-
carry-and-forward mechanism and delay tolerant networking
technique to address the challenging issue of intermittent
connectivity in the IoD, where a drone keeps the previous
signed communication invoices and shares them with the next-
hop drone or nearby ZSP to detect the routing misbehavior or
misstating drones. In addition, CounterRomir is a network-
layer approach which can be implemented as an add-on to
existing routing protocols (e.g., SPA, DTNgeo, etc.) in the
IoD. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing
distributed countermeasure against routing misbehavior in the
IoD, and CounterRomir will bridge this research gap.

III. THE PROPOSED COUNTERMEASURE

A. System and Adversary Models

A system model is shown in Fig. 2, where drone-to-drone
and drone-to-zsp communications are supported by IEEE
802.11p standard [25]. We consider a general scenario that
a fleet of drones (denoted as Ni) is deployed in an area for a
mission, e.g., enforcing stay-at-home order during the COVID-
19 pandemic. Drones can communicate with each other (i.e.,
drone-to-drone communications) to transfer data and coordi-
nate decision making. To deliver data towards destination, a
stochastic packet forwarding [9] or a shortest path forwarding
[10] technique can be deployed. However, due to the high
mobility of drones, the communication link between drones is
not stable and the end-to-end routing path might not always
exist between source and destination. Thus, store-carry-and-
forward mechanism can be leveraged in the IoD, where a
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Fig. 2. System model.

drone receives some data, stores and carries them while flying,
and finally sends them to the next-hop drone or nearby ZSP.
In addition, ZSPs located in the area can provide Internet
connectivity to drones (e.g., drone-to-zsp communications),
but they are not widely available due to the deployment costs.
Therefore, not every drone has a direct connectivity with the
ZSP. However, we assume that a drone will meet a ZSP
sooner or later. We also assume that a cryptographic technique
[26], [27] is available in the IoD, where an arbitrary string is
used to generate a public key separately from the secret key,
and a trusted certificate authority is responsible for identity
verification and secret key derivation. A drone might fly to a
neglected area, where an adversary can capture the drone using
the ‘‘anti-drone-gun’’, and compromise and send it back to the
mission area for malicious purposes. The major objective of
malicious drone (denoted as Mi) is to degrade the network
performance by strategically dropping the packets. A small
number of malicious drones might collude together to drop the
packets without being detected. However, the collusive packet
dropping attack is out of the scope of this paper.

B. Overview of CounterRomir

In CounterRomir, when two drones communicate to ex-
change data, they create a time-stamped communication in-
voice that itemizes and records communication details relating
to them. In order to validate the authenticity and integrity
of a communication invoice, both of drones will sign the
communication invoice. A drone needs to keep the invoice of
previous communication and shares it with the next-hop drone
so that the next-hop drone can examine the communication
invoice and detect whether the drone has dropped any data. A
malicious drone likely misstates its communication invoice to
avoid detection. However, misstating will cause the inconsis-
tency in the communication invoices issued by the malicious
drone. Thus, each drone is required to save and send a small
number of past communication invoices to the ZSP which can
detect the misstating drone. More details about CounterRomir

are provided in the following.

C. CounterRomir: Routing Misbehavior Countermeasure

First, when two drones come into each other’s communica-
tion range, they exchange the packets to be sent to the next-hop

Fig. 3. Example of packet dropping detection.

drone and create a communication invoice. The communica-
tion invoice includes the communicators’ ID, the timestamp of
communication, the unique communication sequence number
assigned by each of them, what packets are in their caches
before the communication, what packets they receive and
send during the communication, and their digital signatures.
Here, the communication invoice is a certified record that
contains all communication related information of two drones.
A drone needs to keep the previous communication invoice,
and share it with the next-hop drone before they exchange any
packet. In addition, the drone is required to send the vector
of packets in its cache to the next-hop drone. After receiving
the communication invoice and the vector of cached packets,
the next-hop drone examines the information and determines
whether the drone has dropped any packet. If the next-hop
drone does not detect any packet dropping, it will exchange
the packets with the drone as normal. Otherwise, the next-hop
drone will quit sending the packets to the suspected drone.

As shown by the example in Fig. 3, malicious drone Mm

first communicates with drone Na and receives the packet
pkt1. We assume that Mm did not store any packet in the
cache before the communication. After the packet exchange,
Mm creates the invoice of communication between itself and
Na, denoted as Invm,a, which will be shared with the next-
hop drone (e.g., Nb). The communication invoice Invm,a is
represented as follows

Invm,a = [Mm, Na, TS, Seqm, Seqa, Cam, Recm, Senm, Sigm, Siga].
(1)

Here, Seqm and Seqa are the unique communication sequence
number assigned by Mm and Na, respectively. TS is the
timestamp of communication, Cam is the vector of packets
cached by Mm before the communication, Recm is the packets
received by Mm, and Senm is the packets sent by Mm. Sigm
and Siga are the digital signature created by Mm and Na,
respectively, and can be represented as

Sigm = DSA
(
H(Mm|Na|TS|Seqm|Seqa|Cam|Recm|Senm), PRm

)
,

Siga = DSA
(
H(Ma|Nm|TS|Seqa|Seqm|Caa|Reca|Sena), PRa

)
,
(2)

where DSA(·) is the digital signature algorithm, H(·) is
the secure one-way hash function, and | is the concatenation
operation. PRm and PRa are the private key of Mm and Na,
respectively. The communication invoice created by Na (e.g.,
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Fig. 4. Example of communication invoice misstating detection.

Inva,m) is similar to Invm,a except that Cam, Recm, and
Senm are replaced by Caa, Reca, and Sena, respectively.

When Mm meets and plans to exchange the packets with
Nb, it first sends the vector of its cached packets and the
previous communication invoice Invm,a to Nb. Since Nb

examines the information (e.g., Mm received the packet pkt1;
and the packet pkt1 is in Mm’s cache.) and does not detect
any packet dropping, it sends the packet pkt2 to Mm. When
Mm meets with the next-hop drone Nc, it drops the packet
pkt2. However, this packet dropping can be easily detected
by Nc. This is because after Nc receives and examines the
communication invoice Invm,b and the vector of packets
cached by Mm, it finds that the packet pkt2 was received by
Mm but it is not stored in the cache. As a result, Nc suspects
the packet dropping of Mm and quits sending packets to Mm.

Second, a malicious drone may share the incorrect com-
munication invoice to cover up its packet dropping activity
and avoid being detected. However, misstating will bring
inconsistent communication invoices to the network, and the
ZSP can use these inconsistent communication invoices to
detect the misstating activity of malicious drone. In this paper,
we propose that a drone will incrementally assign a unique
communication sequence number to each communication,
and the same sequence number will not be used twice. For
example, the first communication has the sequence number 1,
and the second communication has 2 as the sequence number,
and so on. The rationale behind this design is that the 32-bit
communication sequence number space contains 232 possible
numbers, which is assumed to be large enough. The basic idea
of detecting the activity of misstating is that each drone saves a
small number of invoices of communications with other drones
and sends them to ZSPs for verification. Thus, there is a high
chance that the ZSP receives the inconsistent communication
invoices from two different drones, and the misstating activity
of malicious drone can be detected.

As shown by the example in Fig. 4, malicious drone Mm

first communicates with drone Na and Nb, and receives the
packet pkt1 and pkt2, respectively. Before communicating
with drone Nc, Mm drops the packet pkt2. In order to
hide its packet dropping activity, Mm intentionally shares
the invoice of communication with Na, Invm,a, with Nc,
instead of the invoice of communication with Nb, Invm,b.
In other words, Mm pretends that it did not communicate
with Nb before. Under the circumstances, Nc cannot detect
the packet dropping activity of Mm based on the received

Algorithm 1: Routing Misbehavior Countermeasure
Input: Invm,a, Cam, Invb,m, Invc,m
/* drone detects packet dropping attack */

1 Function DroneDetect(Invm,a, Cam):
/* Invm,a[Cam] is the vector of cached

packets at the beginning of previous
communication; Cam is the vector of
cached packets at the beginning of
current communication. */

/* pkt indicates the packet. */
2 if pkt ∈ (Invm,a[Cam] ∪ Invm,a[Recm]) and pkt /∈ Cam

and pkt /∈ Invm,a[Senm] then
3 detect packet dropping misbehavior;
4 else
5 exchange packets;
6 end
/* ZSP detects commu. invoice misstating */

7 Function ZSPDetect(Invb,m, Invc,m):
8 if Invb,m[TS] < Invc,m[TS] then
9 if Invb,m[Seqm] ≥ Invc,m[Seqm] then

10 detect communication invoice misstating;
11 broadcast Alarm packet;
12 end
13 end
14 if Invb,m[TS] > Invc,m[TS] then
15 if Invb,m[Seqm] ≤ Invc,m[Seqm] then
16 detect communication invoice misstating;
17 broadcast Alarm packet;
18 end
19 end

communication invoice Invm,a and the vector of packets
cached by Mm. However, since Mm declares that Na was the
previous communicating drone, the communication sequence
number in Invm,a increased by one will become the sequence
number assigned for the communication with Nc. Simply put,
Mm will have to assign the same sequence number for the
communication with Nb and Nc at two different times, ts + ω
and ts + 2ω. However, this violates the pre-defined communi-
cation sequence number policy that a drone will incrementally
assign a unique communication sequence number to each
communication, and the same sequence number will not be
used twice. When Nb and Nc share their past communication
invoices (e.g., Invc,m and Invb,m) with the ZSP, the ZSP can
easily detect the misstating activity of Mm. After detecting the
activity of misstating, the ZSP will broadcast an Alarm packet
in the network so that Mm can be added in the blacklist and all
other drones will not send any packet to Mm. The pseudocode
of CounterRomir is described in Algorithm 1.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We conduct extensive simulation experiments using OM-
NeT++ [8] to evaluate the performance of CounterRomir.
In the customized simulation framework, 25 legitimate and
5 malicious drones are deployed in a 100×100 network
area. The random waypoint mobility model is adopted in the
framework, where each drone moves with a constant speed of
15 meter/sec. The radio communication range is set to 12.59
meters, and the radio’s data rate is 250 Kbps. Since the size
of network is small, a shorter communication range is being
adopted. This network setting is similar as the one with a
large network size and a longer communication range. The
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. The performance of detection rate against the packet drop rate and
link disconnection probability.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. The performance of miss/error detection rate against the packet drop
rate and link disconnection probability.

packet rate is 0.2 pkt/sec and the data payload is 127 bytes.
In addition, the wireless channel is assumed to be ideal in
the network, where all drones at a certain distance from a
transmitter get the exact same signal strength and all links are
perfectly bidirectional. The length of simulation is 2000 sec-
onds. For each simulation scenario, the experiment is repeated
5 times with different simulation seed to obtain the steady
performance result. We measure the performance in terms
of detection rate, miss/error detection rate, packet delivery
ratio, and the number of dropped packets. We also compare
CounterRomir with SCAD [16] and EYES [15]. In SCAD,
the source drone randomly selects a checkpoint drone to detect
the packet dropping. If an intermediate drone does not receive
the required number of Ack packets, it suspects the next-hop
drone located in the path as a malicious drone and generates an
Alarm packet to report the packet dropping activity. In EYES,
each drone monitors the forwarding operations of next-hop
drone to detect any packet dropping activity.

In Fig. 5, we measure the detection rate by varying the
packet drop rate and link disconnection probability. As shown
in Fig. 5(a), the detection rate of CounterRomir is maintained
above 90% as the packet drop rate is increased from 10% to
90%. As the packet drop rate increases, more packets would be
dropped by the malicious drone. At the same time, more packet
dropping activities can also be detected by CounterRomir. As
a result, a higher detection rate is observed. The detection rate
of SCAD decreases as the packet drop rate increases. This is
because the unstable links cause the losses of Alarm packets
and the packet dropping activities of malicious drone cannot
be detected. EYES shows a higher detection rate than SCAD
because each drone monitors the forwarding operation of next-
hop drone and can detect the packet dropping activity if the
next-hop drone refuses to forward the packet within a timeout

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. The performance of packet delivery ratio against the packet drop rate
and link disconnection probability.

period. In Fig. 5(b), as the link disconnection probability
increases, the overall detection rate of three schemes decrease.
This is because the communication links become less stable
with a larger link disconnection probability, and a less number
of packet dropping activities can be detected. For example,
in CounterRomir, the communication invoice packet might
get lost during the transmission because of unstable commu-
nication link. Even though the detection rate is decreasing,
CounterRomir still outperforms SCAD and EYES.

In Fig. 6, we measure the miss/error detection rate by
changing the packet drop rate and the link disconnection prob-
ability. CounterRomir will experience miss detection when
the communication invoice packet is lost during the trans-
mission, whereas SCAD and EYES will have error detection
when they incorrectly suspect the legitimate drones for packet
dropping activities. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the miss detection
rate of CounterRomir is as low as 3%, while EYES keeps
the error detection rate at 10%. Since CounterRomir stores
the communication invoice while flying and forwards it to
the next-hop drone when they contact, a lower miss detection
rate is obtained. However, there are a few communication
invoice packets that could get lost during the transmission,
which causes the miss detection. The error detection rate of
SCAD significantly decreases as the packet drop rate increases.
This is because more packets would be dropped with a larger
packet drop rate, but they cannot be detected by SCAD. In
Fig. 6(b), the miss detection rate of CounterRomir and the
error detection rate of EYES increase as the link disconnection
probability increases. For CounterRomir, more communica-
tion invoice packets will get lost during the transmission, thus
a higher miss detection rate is obtained. In EYES, the neighbor
drone cannot monitor the forwarding operation of next-hop
drone due to unstable communication link, which causes the
error detection rate increase.

The performance of packet delivery ratio against the packet
drop rate and the link disconnection probability is measured in
Fig. 7. In Fig. 7(a), the packet delivery ratio of CounterRomir

is maintained above 90% when the packet drop rate increases
from 10% to 90%. SCAD shows the lowest packet delivery
ratio because it cannot detect enough packet dropping activities
and isolate the malicious drone from the network quickly.
Since EYES has a higher detection rate than SCAD, more
packet dropping activities can be detected and the malicious
drone can be isolated more quickly. As a result, a higher
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. The performance of the number of dropped packets against the packet
drop rate and link disconnection probability.

packet delivery ratio is observed by EYES. As shown in Fig.
7(b), when the link disconnection probability increases, the
packet delivery ratio of all three schemes decrease. However,
CounterRomir still outperforms SCAD and EYES, and pro-
vides the highest packet delivery ratio.

The performance of the number of dropped packets with
varying packet drop rate and link disconnection probability is
measured in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8(a), the number of dropped packets
in SCAD increases linearly as the packet drop rate increases.
The rationale is that more packets will be dropped with a larger
packet drop rate, and those packet dropping activities cannot
be detected. EYES experiences an increasing and decreasing
number of dropped packets. This is because EYES can detect
enough packet dropping activities and isolate the malicious
drone from the network, a less number of dropped packets
is observed later. CounterRomir shows the lowest number of
dropped packets. In Fig. 8(b), the number of dropped packets
increases as the link disconnection probability increases. With
a larger link disconnection probability, the communication
links become less stable. As a result, less number of packet
dropping can be detected and it takes a longer time to isolate
the malicious drone from the network. Thus, a larger number
of dropped packets is observed for all three schemes.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a distributed countermeasure
(CounterRomir) to detect and mitigate routing misbehavior
in the IoD. The basic idea of CounterRomir is that a drone
keeps the previous signed communication invoice and shares
it with the next-hop drone so that the next-hop drone can
detect whether the drone has dropped any packet. To detect
the malicious drone that misstates its communication invoice
to avoid detection, we proposed that each drone saves and
sends a small number of past communication invoices to
the ZSP which can detect the misstating drone. Through
experimental study, we found that CounterRomir can achieve
90% detection rate as well as maintain the packet delivery
ratio above 90%. Moreover, a lower miss/error detection rate
is obtained in CounterRomir compared to other schemes.
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